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1. I'iTRODCCTlON

In this paper, we are concerned with constrained Chebyshev approxima
tion problems of the type

(D,,(r, c) : = ) mm max Ip(.:::)I,
!I E 17/1: 1'(1' I -- 1 ;:: E: Il r

(1 )

Here fIn denotes the set of all complex polynomials of degree at most 11,

r? I, (2)

is any ellipse (including its interior) in the complex plane with foci at ± I,
and it is always assumed that C E 6;, Since all polynomials P E fIn with
p( c) = 1 can be parametrized in the form

p(.:::) = 1-(;'I(':::-C)+"/2(.:::-c)2+ .. , +}',,(.:::-c)"),

(3)
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the condition c E I[ is, guarantees that Haar's condition is satisfied. Thus,
there always exists a unique optimal polynomial for (I) which will be
denoted by p,,(::; r, c) in the sequel. However, these extremal polynomials
are explicitly known only for special cases. The solution of ( I ) is classical
for the case r = I of the line segment is] = [ - 1, I J real c:

cEIR\[-I,I], (4)

where T" is the nth Chebyshev polynomial (of the first kind).
Constrained approximation problems (1) with complex C arise in the

context of optimizing semi-iterative methods for the solution of non
Hermitian systems of linear equations (e.g., Manteuffel [4 J and Eiermann,
Niethammer, and Varga [I J). Mainly motivated by this application, in
some recent papers, problem (I ) was studied for complex C and the optimal
polynomials were found for certain special cases. For n = I, Opfer and
Schober [6 J obtained a complete solution of a more general version of (1 )
with gel[ any compact set not containing c, For ellipses, their result can
be rewritten in the form

B::+LSIll ;'
p](::;r, ()= ,

A(B cos;' + LA Sill I')

where

(5 )

c = A cos ;' + iB sin ;'

with 0 ~ }' < 2n and

(6)

A=~(R+~)
2 R '

(by iNiR we denote the boundary of O'R)' Freund and Ruscheweyh [3J
investigated (l) for the case r = I of the line segment 6'] = [ - 1, I]. They
determined P2(::; 1, c) for arbitrary c and p,,(::; 1, c) for nE N and purely
imaginary c. In both cases, the optimal polynomials are suitable linear
combinations of T", T" l' and T" 2' Finally, Fischer [2J showed that for
nondegenerate ellipses t~, r> 1, and purely imaginary c the normalized
Chebyshev polynomial (4) is optimal for (I), if n is even and lei is
sufficiently large compared to r.

Note that, except for the cases solved in [3 J, all the other explicitly
known optimal polynomials are of the form

T,,(::)+x
q(::)= ,

T,,(c) + x
X E iC. (7)
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It is thus natural to ask, whether polynomials of type (7) lead to explicit
solutions of (l) also for the case of general complex c and n EN. The
purpose of this note is to answer this question.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a new
family of polynomials q,,(z; c), n EN, C E iC \0'" as the polynomials of the
form (7) with minimal uniform norm on 0';. Some simple properties of q"
are also listed. In Section 3, we derive a necessary and sufficient condition
for q" to be the extremal polynomial of the approximation problem (I).
Finally, Section 4 contains the main result of this paper. We show that
indeed p,,(z; r, c) = q,,(z; c) for all fixed 11 EN, r> I, and all c E iC whose
parameter R in the representation (6) is sufficiently large, i.e., R~ Ro(n, r).

An explicit formula for Ro(n, r) is given.

2. A CLASS OF EXTREMAL POLYNOMIALS

Throughout this paper, let n EN, r ~ I, 0', be the ellipse defined in (2),
and it is assumed that CE iC\O', with representation (6). We will make use
of the parametrization

z,(¢) = a cos ¢ + ih sin ¢,

of the boundary cO', of O'~. Here a :=a" h :=h!, where

a '=~(rk+~)
k' 2 r k and hk:=~(rk_~), k=I,2, ....

2 r
(8)

Tk(z) denotes the kth Chebyshev polynomial which by means of the
Joukowsky map is given by

1(k 1)Tk(z)=- v +/: '
2 v

By (6) and (9), one has

z=~(v+~.).
2 l'

(9)

where

k= 1, 2, ... , (10)

and (II)

The relations

a~-h~=I, k=I,2, ...,
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will be used repeatedly in the sequel. Moreover, note that, since R > 1',

We consider the extremal problem

(MII(r,c):= ) ( 12)

Since \1'= TII (:::) maps Oi, onto 8,,,, (12) is equivalent to

mm max Ip( II' ) I,
II ell] :!'(C!J lilt' E-: ;;,11

Thus, by (5) and (10) (for k=n),

BII TII (:::) + i sin(n)')
ql(:::;c):=pl(T):::);r",cI)= .' (13)

AII(BII cos(nl') + fAil sm(n)'))

is the unique extremal polynomial of (12). Next, we determine MII(r, c) and
the corresponding extremal points, i.e., ::: E 8, with

From the maximum modulus principle it follows that all such points lie on
alf,. By (9) and (8) (both for k=n), one has

TII(:::,(f/J)) = all cos(nf/J) + ih ll sin(nf/J).

U sing this identity, we deduce from (13) the relation

f/J E IR. (14)

Therefore, MII(r, c)=all/A II , and the extremal points are just the :::,(f/J) with
f/J satisfying

We set

and define t/J 11 by

B II sin(I1I,6) = h ll sin(Il)').

d
hll .

11 := - sm(n)')
BII

( 15)

( 16)

sin t/JII = d ll , ( 17)
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Note that

All solutions (mod 2n) of (15) are then given by
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(IR)

I = I, 2, ..., 2n.

Remark that for I' > I (resp. I' = I) this leads to precisely 2n (resp. n + I)
distinct extremal points of q" on atr . We summarize these results in the
following

THEOREM I. q,,(::; c) is the unique extremal polynomial of (12). and the
corresponding minimal norm is

1''' + 1 1'''
M (I' c)- I
. ", - R"+IIR"

On Jr , I' > I, q)::; c) has preciseh' 2n extremal points:

1= I, 2, ... , 2n.

The extremal points of qll(::; c) on 6'1 = [ - I, I] are

In
::,= cos-,

n
1= 0, I, ... , n.

Remark I. The optimal polynomial of (12) is identical for all (j~,

1:( I' < R. MII(r, c) depends only on the parameter R of IfR, but not on the
position of c on eJR .

The family of polynomials qll(::; c) also leads to upper and lower bounds
for the minimal deviation D III 1', c) of ( I ).

THEOREM 2. Let I' ~ I, c E alfR , R> r. Then,

all I'" + 1/1'"
D (I' c)<-=----
II' "'All R"+I/R'"

n = 1,2, ... , (19)
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and

for all n satisf)'ing
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Isin(n}')1 ~ h"B".

(20)

(21 )

Remark 2. Clearly, (21) is true if n is sufficiently large.

Proof Relation (19) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
A standard technique (Trefethen [8], Manteuffel [4]) to obtain lower
bounds for complex approximation problems is based on Rouche's
theorem. Applied to (1) and qll' this yields

DII(r, c) ~ m~n Iqll(z; c)l,
::F (0,

(22)

if it is guaranteed that all zeros of qll are contained in 8,.. In view of (14 j,

the right-hand side of (22) is just the bound stated in (20). By (13), the
zeros of qll are the solutions of the equation

. sin(nl')
TII(z) = -[--.

BII

Using (9) (for k = n), one easily verifies that all these solutions lie on the
boundary iN;;, of an ellipse of type (2) whose parameter p ~ 1 is defined by

3 .=~( "_~)=lsin(nr)1
til' 2 P " B'P II

Therefore, alffp (and hence the zeros of qll) is contained in 8~ iff fJlI ~ b ll . This
concludes the proof of Theorem 1. I

3. A CRITERION FOR OPTIMALITY

As mentioned in the Introduction, it is known that

Pn(Z; r, c) = qll(z; c), Z E iC, (23)

for some special cases as n = 1 or r = 1, c E IR\ [ - 1, 1]. In this section, we
present a necessary and sufficient condition for (23) for the general case
n EN, C E iC \ Iffr . This criterion allows us to check (23) by computing 2n real
numbers for which explicit formulas are derived.
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First, consider the case r = I of the degenerate ellipse 0'1 = [ - I, I]. It
was shown in [3] that p,,(z; 1, c) has precisely n + 1 extremal points

and there is a s" E C such that

1= 0, I, ... , n. (24)

By Theorem I and (13) (with Z = Z /), q,,( z; c) has the extremal points

In
z/=cos 

n
and

~ . . (. /. sin(nyl'1
q"(-I,c)=t,, (-I) +l----s::-f

1= 0, 1, ..., n, (25 )

for some t" E C. By comparing (24) and (25), it is straightforward to verify
that, for r= I, (23) holds iff n = I or CE lR\gr' So, except for the already
known cases, qn(z; c) is not optimal for (1 ) with r = 1.

Therefore, for the rest of this paper, we assume that r> I. By Theorem I,
the extremal points of q,,(z; c) on 0', are

1= 1, 2, ..., 2n, (26 )

with i/J" defined by (17) and (16). We list some properties of the points
(26), which will be needed for the derivation of the main result of this
section, in the following

LEMMA 1. (a) For 1= 1,2, ... , 2n,

(27)

and

(28)

where

anB"JI-d;'t = ----'-----'----'----"----
" A"(B,,cos(ny)+iAnsin(ny))
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(b) Forj=O, I, ... , 211,

al1d

I
I

211 ,., ie/III e'IIPI = 211 X ,

1 1 1-- 2d;,

o

if j=O

if j = 11

if j= 211

otherwise

(29a)

2/1 {II (- 1)1 e ii1>1 = 211 'v 1 - d~ x 2id"
1 1 0

if ) = 11

if j= 211

otherwise.

(29b)

Proof The relations in (27) follow immediately from (17) and the
definition of!/JI in (26). Equation (28) is obtained from (13) (with z = z/) by
using (9) (for k=I1), (16), and (27).

We now turn to the proof of part (b). Recall that

" . . {11I. (ebI/I")k =
k - 1 0

Let 0 ~j ~ 211 and () = ± 1. Since, by (26),

l
2kn t/l"-+-

11 11
!/JI=

(2k -I )n _ lj;"
11 11

and with (30), we get

if jEll;}'

if j$I1;}'.

if 1= 2k

if 1= 2k - I

(30)

211

I ()/e'I1>1 = (" 11 </;,,"1 I
1 ~ 1 k _c 1

ij\l./!/I,n) I e( Triiif/l(2k I)

= (eij(t,Vw ll ) + ()e IT/j'''e ij(ljJnfl)) I el2JUI'nlk

k 1

if j=O

if j = 11

if j = 211

otherwise.

Using (17), one easily verifies that these are just the formulas (29a) (6 = 1 )
and (29b) (6= -1). I
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In view of (3), (I) is a linear Chebyshev approximation problem: We
seek the best uniform approximation to 1(:::) == I on 6, out of all functions
of the linear space

n,Jc):= [pEnlllp(c)=O}.

Therefore, the characterization of best approximations due to Rivlin and
Shapiro [7] can be applied. The following criterion results:

Criterion 1. qll(:::; c) is the optimal polynomial j{)r (I) ifl there exist

nonnegative real numhers (J l' (J c' ... , (J CII (not all :::ero) such that

2n

L (J/q,,(:::/;c)p(:::/)=O
/~ 1

jf)r all p E n,,( c). (31 )

We now determine all real (J 1 , ... , (J C" which fulfill (31 ). Note that q,,(::: /; c)

is given explicitly in (28). Furthermore, n,,( c) is spanned by the polyno
mials

k = 1,2, ..., n,

and, by (26), (9),

1(. 1T (~ ) = - r'e 'k¢'/, - ek ~/ 2 T rk

Th us, (31) can be rewritten in the form

2n

L (J/((-I)/-ie,,)(rke'k1>'+r 'e "1>i_2ck)=0,
/~ 1

where

and"
e'I:== ~.

hllv I-dll

k = 1, 2, ... , n, (31 ')

(32)

Next, we remark that any numbers (JI' ... , (JCII E IR admit a represe:ntation of
the type

(J/= L ()., cos(jrP/) + /11 sin(jrP/))
I~O

= L (v,e ii1>/ +"ie ii¢',),
,~ 0

1= I, 2, ..., 2n, (33)
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with real number ;'1' f.11' j = 0, .. " n, Jlo := O. and

(34)

This follows from the fact that the linear space spanned by

\, cos r/J, cos(2r/J), ... , cos(nr/J), sin r/J, sin(2r/J), .... sin(nr/J)

satisfies Haar's condition on any interval of the form [7., 7. + 2n ).7. E iR, and
since, by (26) and (17). the numbers r/J /, / = \, .... 2n, are distinct and all
contained in such an interval. By (33), (31') leads to a system of equations
for Vo, VI' ... , Vn :

fI 2n

I I (( -- 1)/ - ielJ)( I'/,I/o/! + ~e III/I! l

k = I, 2.... , n. (3\" )

A routine calculation. making use of (29a), (29b), (32), and (34), shows
that (31") reduces to

k = 1,2.... , 11 - 1,

and, for k = 11, to

(35a)

Note that i o and f.1" only occur in the combination

moreover, we set

(36)

(37 )

By taking its real and imaginary part, respectively, each of the complex
equations (35) yields two real equations. Using (34), (8), (36), and (37), we
thus arrive at

(akb" - b" kd~)A" k + a"bkd"f.1k = 2(Re Ck)b,) + 2(1m cdd" t.

akalJd"ik+ (bkb" + a" kd~)f.1" k = 2(Re cdd" T - 2(1m Ck )b,).,
(35'a)
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for k = I, ... , n - I, and

(b,,- (1m C,,)d,,)T - (Re c,Jb"l = 0,

(Rc C")d,,T - (b,,(Im c,,) + d,,)J. = O.

307

(35'b)

With (16) and (10) (for k=n), the two equations of (35'b) can be written
as

cos(ny)( T cos(ny) - AA,,) = 0, sin(ny)( r cos(ny) - /A,,) == O.

Therefore, the 2 x 2 system (35'b) is of rank I and its solutions are
described by

. cos(ny)
A=---T

A" '
TER (38)

Now assume that T E IR is arbitrary, but fixed, and let Ie bc defincd by (38).
It remains to solve the system (35'a) of 2(n - I) linear equations for the
2(n - I) unknowns Ak and Ilk, k = I, ..., n - 1. First, we note that, by com
bining the first equation of (35'a) with the second one of (35'a) (with k
replaced by n-k), the system (35'a) is equivalent to the n-I decoupled
2 x 2 systems

where

and

C (Ie" k) = 2b (f~)k II!'
Ilk gk

k = I, ... , n -I, (39)

eos(ny) sin(ny)
fk = (Re ck )---+ (1m Ck) --,

A" B"

sin(ny) eos(ny)
gk = (Re C,,_k) ---- (1m c n - k ) -A--'

B n n

(40)

Here, the formulas (40) werc obtained by using (38) and (16). With (8), it
is easily verified that

(41 )
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Thus, in view of (18), all matrices C k , k = I, ..., 11 - I, are nonsingular, and
by Cramer's rule we deduce from (39) and (41 ) that

(42)

where

(43a)

and

(43b)

1= I, ..., 211.

k = I, ... ,11 - 1. Finally, note that, by (27), (36), (37), and (38), summing up
of the first (j = 0) and the last (j = n) term in (33) yields

•• do . (I (-I)/COS(I1/))
Ao +}." cos(n'f'/) + Ii" sm(nr/Jil = r - + -- r----o'

a" A" /1 - d-'\t. n

(44)

Summarizing, we have proved that the set of all solutions (J =

((J 1, (J 2' ... , (J 2,,) T E [R2" of (31 ) is given by the one-dimensional linear space

r
(J = - a*, r E [R,

an

where, by (33), (42), and (44),

* ._ _1)1 cos(I1}') ~
(JI .-1+( ~

v 1- d;,A"
" I

+a" I ()ck(l)cos(kr/JI)+lik(l)sin(kr/JI))'
k~1

Hence, Criterion 1 can be restated as follows.

1= I, 2, ... , 211. (45)

THEOREM 3. Let n EN, r> I, C E 8r • Then, the polynomial (13),
q,,(z; c), is optimal for (I) iff the numbers (45), (Jr, 1= 1, 2, ... , 2n, are either
all nonnegative or all nonpositive.

Remark 3. For given n, r, c E i38R , R> r, the numbers (JI*' I = I, ... , 2n,
can easily be computed numerically by means of the formulas (6), (8), (11 ),
(16), (26), and (43). We have done that in a number of cases. These
numerical tests indicated that the polynomials q,,(z; c) are indeed optimal
for (I) whenever R (for fixed r, n) resp. n (for fixed r, R) is sufficiently large.
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We were not able to characterize explicitly all n, r, R for which qn is
optimal. However, in the next section, a necessary condition for the
optimality of q" is derived.

Remark 4. For the simplest case n = I, the sum in (45) does not occur.
It is easily verified that R > r guarantees (Jt ? 0, 1= 1,2, and thus we have
reobtained the result of Opfer and Schober [6 J for the case n = 1.

Remark 5. It follows from Meinardus' invariance theorem [5,
Theorem 27J that the extremal polynomials of (1) corresponding to c and
its reflections c resp. - (~ on the real resp. imaginary axis are connected
through

p,,(Z; r, c) = Pn(z; r, c) resp. Pn(z;r, -C)=Pn(-z;r,c), ZEiC.

This symmetry is also reflected in the following relations for the numbers
(45). For fixed nand r, we consider (J 1* = (Jt (c) as a function of c. Then,

and

{
(J* (c)*( -) _ n 1 ,(JI -c -
(Jt,,_I(C),

1=0, I, ... , 2n,

1=0,1, ... , n

1= n + 1, ... , 2n,

where (J/j := (JI1l' These identities can be verified by a routine calculation
using the definition of (JI*'

4. OPTIMAL POLYNOMIALS FOR THE CONSTRAINED CHEBYSHEV PROBLEM

In this section, we present a simple inequality involving n, r, R which
guarantees the optimality of qn for (1). For that purpose, a lower bound for
the numbers (45) is derived which finally leads to a necessary condition for
the nonnegativity of (J 1*' 1= 1, 2, ... , 2n.

Throughout this section, it is assumed that· n ? 2, R > r > 1, and that
cEc,ffR is represented in the form (6). Moreover, we recall the definitions
ofab hk (in (8)), A b Bk (in (11)), dn (in (16)), andfb gk(in (40)). In the
following lemma, some estimates, which will be used in the sequel, for these
numbers are listed.

LEMMA 2. (a) For k = 1, 2, ... , n - 1,
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(b)
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(46)

Proof (a) By Cauchy's inequality, it follows from (40) that

where

From (10), we obtain ICkl :s; A b k = 1, 2, ..., and hence it remains to show
that

~ B (1-d2
)

/ ( ) <: II. IIvg x "", 2 2'
All-a"

By (16),

) h~ .
1~d~= I-Jx=:f(x).

B~

Using standard calculus, one verifies

(47)

and thus (47) holds true.

(b) First, we recall that

O:S;x:S; 1,

x of- 1. (48 )

Moreover, for k = I, 2, ..., one has A k < R\ G k + hk = r\ and

Together with (48) (for x = R/r), we obtain

(49)
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" I ( 1 1 ) " I (R)k r
4k

4r
5 (_R_) fl.L -+- A k <4 L - <----=-4----

k 1 ak bk k I r 1 (r - 1)(R r) r

Similarly, (49) and (50) (with x= Ij(Rr) lead to

311

"1(1 1) fI 1 1L -+- A"k<4R" L -·-k
k I a k bk k 1 (rR)

We prove (46) by verifying that

fI-1 2r(r2 +1) (R)"L A k < ) -
k~lakbll-k (r--I)(R-r) r/

and

2r
3 (R)"

-1)(R-r) r .

The first of these inequalities follows from

k= I, ..., n 1,

and (48) (with x= Rjr). The second one is obtained by making use of

bn k--<I,
a ll _ k

k= I, ...,n 1,

and again (48) (with x = Rjr). This concludes the proof of the lemma. I
Next, we turn to the derivation of a lower bound for the numbers a1,

1= 1, ..., 2n. Using the fact that, by (16),

jcos(ny)j

Jt ~d~
I l-sin2(ny)

. " ~ 1,
\i 1- Sill"(ny )b~jB~

and part (a) of Lemma 2, one obtains from (45) and (43) the inequalities

1= 1, ... , 2n. (50)
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We set y:= (rIR)". With (8) and (11), one easily verifies that

hll-<v.BII -

and, together with (18), the estimates

(/11 2
-< .1',
All

B
II

-<1
All

B d 2 2r
_'_'_n <---=--
Allh ll Rill

(51 )

follow. Furthermore, from now on it is assumed that .I' < 1/2, and then

(
All (/11) I 2y
-;;:,~ All < 1-4.1'2

(52)

is guaranteed. By using (51), (52), and the inequalities stated in
Lemma 2(b), we finally deduce from (50) the lower bound

1 81'5
0-* > 1-2r-------c----

f • 1- 4y2 (1'4 - 1)( R - 1')

(
(21'2+1)(1'2+1) 2(R-r) 0')

x 1+ v + 1'- ,
1'4 . 1'( Rr ~ 1)"

1= 1, 2, ... , 2n.

In view of Theorem 3 and Theorem 1, this estimate leads to part (a) of the
following

THEOREM 4. Let n ~ 2, c E cliR , and R> I' > 1. Then:

(a) qll(z; c) is the optimal polynomialfl)f (1) with corresponding minimal
norm

I'" + 111'"
D (I' c)= 0

11' RII+ liRII'

if'

(
1')"I' = r(r R n):= -.. " R

is such that y < 1/2 and

81'5
(1-21')2 (1 +2V)~----;-4----

. ~ (I' -1)(R-r)

(1 (21'2+1)(1'2+1) 0 2(R-r) 02)0
x + r+ V1'4 . 1'( Rr - 1) .

holds.

(53)
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(b) There exists a number Ro(n, 1') such that QI1(z; c) is the extremal
polynomial of (1) for all

with R;?:Ro(n,r).

(c) Let c E D8~ be such that

91'4 -1
R>r-

1'4 - 1
(54)

Then, there exists an integer no(r, R) such that QI1(z; c) is the extremal
polynomial of (1) for all n ;?: nor 1', R).

Proof Only parts (b) and (c) remain to be proved. For fixed I' and n,
y( 1', R, n) ...... 0 if R ...... oc, and (53) is clearly satisfied if R is sufficiently large.
Similarly, if I' and R are fixed, the condition (54) guarantees that (53) is
true if n is large enough. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4. I

Remark 6. It follows from R > I' > 1 that

(21'"+1)(1'"+1) 2(R-r) 0 09
1 + )'+ )'~~ 1+6)'+2)'~<-(1 +2}')

1'4 . 1'( Rr - I)' .. 4

for all 0 ~ y < 1/2. Thus (53) is true if y < 1/2 satisfies the stronger condi
tion

(55)

Using (55), one easily obtains explicit formulas for numbers Ro(n, r) with
the property stated in Theorem 4(b); e.g., set

Then, for all R;?: R o(n, 1')

731'4 - 1
Ro(n,r):=r 4 .

I' -1
(56)

and, III particular, (r/Rt < 1/2. Hence, Ro(n,r) IS suitable for
Theorem 4(b).

Remark 7. Let ~,(r) denote the set of all points CEC\6'~ for which
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QI1(Z; c) is the optimal polynomial for (1). By Theorem 4(b),
unbounded set. More precisely, we proved that

1 (" Ifor all c E C with lei? 2 Ro+ R
o
}

where R o= R o(n, r) is given by (56). The boundary of S§,,( r) is a closed
Jordan curve which, in view of Theorem 3, is composed of pieces of affr and
of pieces of the curves

a

c

(r = 2. n = 2)

(r = 2, n = 4)

o}(c)=o,

a; = ()
,/

- a; =()

/ = 1, 2, ... , 2n.

b

(r = 2.11 = 3)

d

(r=2,n=-Z"l)

FIGURE 1

_ a; = ()
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We have computed these curves numerically for a number of cases. Some
typical pictures (for r = 2, n = 2, ..., 5) are shown in Fig. la-d. Because of
the symmetry with respect to the real and imaginary axis, we have only
plotted the first quadrant. ~,(r) is the region exterior to these curves
including the parts of its boundary which are described by the curves
o}(c) = O. Note that near the real axis the boundary of ~§,,(r) is given by
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